= Negotiations
• This article looks at the question of negotiation . The fierce
struggles of the last few years have created a new situation in South
Africa . The question of the transfer of power from the white minority
to the entire South African people (black and white) has been put
on the agenda as never before . But the determination of our people
to settle for nothing less than this, is matched by the desperation
of the regime to defend white minority rule using any and every method
at its disposal .
From this basic conflict flows two diverging views on every major
issue of the day : the view on the one hand of the apartheid regime
and its allies, and the view on the other of the democratric forces
and our allies . The issue of negotiation is no exception : the democratic
movements view on any proposed negotiations is guided by the extent
to which they can help usher in a non-racial democratic South Africa . The
view of the regime on the other hand revolves around the extent to
which negotiations can act as a mechanism to protect the political
and economic power of the white minority .
These two fundamentally different views, therefore will
obviously give rise to two conflicting positions on what constitutes
meaningful negotiations, how to create the climate for negotiations,
the form and content of negotiations, who are the parties to the negotiation
and so on . The approach of the democratic movement to the question
of negotiations in the current political situation can be summed up
in eleven basic propositions :
• 1 . PWBothaandhisgovernment havenointentionofentering
intomeaningfulnegotiationsin theimmediate future
All the regime's actions say loudly and clearly that they are not
interested in negotiations, but are determined to destroy the democratic
movement and perpetuate minority rule . Take their treatment of the
UDF : we have committed ourselves to open, non-violent opposition,
but what has been the regime's response? We have been subjected to
violence in its most extreme form.
Not only have thousands of our
supporters and followers been detained and imprisoned, but many have
actually been kidnapped or murdered . Many of our comrades have been
shot by vigilantes or the state, others are being sent to the gallows .
At the same time the regime sends out its orders through
its Joint Management Centres : "do not negotiate with revolutionary
organisations like the civics because you give them credibility ." Their
talk of negotiation is hollow . Recently, PW Botha said that he had
not intention of talking to the African National Congress .
It is
recognised throughout the world that there can be no solution to the
South African conflict which excludes the ANC . PW Botha's insistence
that he refuses to speak to the ANC is therefore tantamount to saying
he is not interested in meaningful negotiations .
We need look no further than the regimes torpedoing of
the Eminent Persons Group mission, their invasion of Angola, and their
failure to act against the warlords in Natal . This is enough to show
that the regime is not yet committed to a peaceful resolution of the
conflict .
• 2 . The issue of negotiationsisbeingusedtotryanddemobilise
and disarm our stru gle at the national and international level
At t e moment t e question o negotiations is being used
by the regime and their main allies (Reagan, Thatcher and Kohl) as
a device to diffuse mounting pressure, particularly around sanctions .
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Furthermore the negotiations issue is being used in an attempt to
divide our movement, to see if they can separate the 'hardliners'
from the 'softliners', the 'nationalists' from the 'communists' and
so on .
In other words, at this point, talk of 'negotiations' is a
political ploy to buy time and disorganise the democratic movement .
We do not believe as yet there is a genuine desire to negotiate on
the important issues . In this context it would be irresponsible for
us to encourage unrealistic expectations around the prospects for
negotiations - such expectations would be based on the irrational
and naive belief that the government has undergone a 'change of heart',
when all evidence indicates the opposite . To give weight to such false
hopes would be tantamount to convincing our people to abandon the
struggle .
= 3 . The regime is attempting tocreatetheconditionsfor
sham negotiations w ere it wi
be in a position to dictate to those
itis 'negotiating, with
The state of emergency is aimed at crushing the entire democratic
movement, and installing apartheid's surrogate forces .
Mass terror
and repression, and the promotion of hand-picked authentic' leaders
is designed to pave the way for an 'internal settlement' of the type
Smith attempted to impose using Muzorewa . . As with Smith's Rhodesia
this course is doomed to failure and will only lengthen the conflict
and lead to greater loss of life . Forums such as the National Council,
Indabas and so on, are totally unacceptable to our people and will
create as much opposition as the tricameral parliament and black local
authorities did . These are not "forums for negotiations" as the regime
claims, but forums for revising apartheid rule, without any power
or democratic basis from which to negotiate .
= 4 .The aggressor and singl e greatest source of violence in
the region is the Sout African government . The ball is in their
court to prove that they are serious about ending their violence and
committing t erase yes to negotia ions .
When the go ernment emande at t e eginning of 1985 that Nelson
Mandela renounce armed struggle in return for his release, he pointed
out that "I am not a violent man . . . It was only when all other forms
of resistance were no longer open to us that we turned to armed struggle . L
Botha show that he is different to Malan, Strijdom and Verwoerd . Let
him renounce violence ." Since Mandela made this statement three emergencies
have been declared : hundreds of our people have been shot down, thousands
detained and tortured, neighbouring states invaded and our leaders
assasinated . Troops terrorise our people in the townships and villages,
and apartheid vigilantes run rampant .
It is cynicism in the extreme for the perpetuators of
all this violence to demand that it is the ANC which must renounce
violence before there can be negotiations . Botha has the power to
end this violence, but he lacks the will .
= 5 . Our justifiable scepticism about the regime's intentions
must not be interpreted as a blind refusal on our part to support
a negotiate set tlement .
We are not at a
opposed to negotiations which are genuinely aimed
at dismantling apartheid and ushering in a united, non-racial and
democratic South Africa . It must be remembered that it is the oppressed
people of South Africa, and particularly our fighting forces, who
are most suffering the ravages of apartheid violence in this country . We
have a deep interest in securing the speediest and most peaceful resolution
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of the conflict as possible . The problem that faces us is how how
we get the regime to also commit itself to this solution .
= 6,
In o rder . to persuadetheregimetoagreetomeaningful,
negotiations there will have to be anescalationofpressure both
nationalyandinternationally .
The struggle has to be escalated so that the regime has no alternative
but to commit itself to meaningful negotiations . An important part
Qf that pressure will be the realisation by growing numbers of white
that the regime is committing them to a costly conflict which they
cannot win . Eventually the regimemust be so isolated, nationally
and internationally, that it will have no option but to accede to
the enormous pressure to commit itself to a genuine process of negotiation
It must be made impossible for it to pursue the only other option
available to it - a protracted and bloody war .
= 7 . Before the regime can persuade us that it is serious
about negotia ions, it will ave to take a number of basic steps which
will create, the political climate for negotiations
We need far more than high sounding declarations of intent . To make
negotiations possible, would require concrete material changes which
would remove the fetters preventing the democratic movement from
participating freely and equally in negotitions . As Murphy Morobe
put it shortly before he was detained : " How can we talk of negotations
when those people we say are our leaders who should be leading us
to the conference table, are put in jail?
How can we begin to talk about negotiations when we cannot
freely hold meetings, or move about in our task of organising people
in a democratic way without running the risk of being incarcerated,
or when the military and police hold sway? The UDF cannot attach
its signature to any intention to negotiate as long as the ANC and
other organisations remain banned . We must be given the right to
seek a broad, democratic mandate without fear of detention or banning
or even death . . ." .
In order to create a climate in which negotiations are
politically viable, the following minimum measures would have to be
implemented :
= The release of all political prisoners (convicted and
awaiting trial) and detainees, and the unconditional return of all
exiles . Obviously our leaders cannot take part in the negotiation
process from behind prison bars, or outside the country .
= The unbanning of the ANC and all banned organisations :
the outlawed liberation movement would have to be free to fully consult
with the people and the entire democratic movement in order to obtain
a mandate to enter negotiations .
= The police and the SADF would have to be withdrawn from
the townships and villages and confined to their barracks . This is
necessary to create a climate of free and open discussion, so that
apartheid forces are unable to intimidate and harass people to prevent
them from meeting about any proposed negotiations .
Apartheid vigilantes
and death squads would have to be dismantled .
= For the same reason, all laws restricting free assembly,
press freedom, and free speech would have to be repealed . All repressive
laws such as the detention laws would also have to be repealed, as
would all laws restricting freedom of movement .
= Bantustan authorities including the so-called 'independent'

bantustans would also have to be stripped of their powers equivalent
to those listed above, so that people in those areas would have the
same freedom to organise as in other areas .
= The state of emergency would have to be lifted throughout
the country .
= 8 . Any negotiati ons that take place willhavetobebetween
the chief protagonists in the struggle-thatisthe twomain parties .
It is widely recognised that the two main protagonists in South Africa
are the government and its allies on the one side and the ANC and
its allies on the other . Any attempt by the regime to impose round
table discussions' consisting of parties it choses to negotiate with
will be rejected as a transparent attempt to dictate the outcome of
negotiations . The democratic forces will reject any attempts to introduce
a free-for-all where forces either peripheral to the conflict (fringe
forces) or forces which more correctly belong to the other side of
the table (anti-democratic forces) are lumped together with those
leaders and organisations which have the standing, authority and mandate
to speak on behalf of the people . Conversely, the organisations which
have spear-headed the liberation struggle will determine who their
allies are . Any attempts to exclude leaders and organisations on
the basis that they are unacceptable to the regime, would also be
rejected .
= 9 . Therecanbenonegotiations abovethe headsofthepeople .
Any negotiations that take place wouia have to be open and conducted
ons the basis of through consultations, mandates and accountablity .
= 10 . The process of negotiations should be fully determined
by the people of South Africa .
No outside powers should prescribe the form of negotiations,
what is to be negotiated about and the nature of the solutions which
are desired . The assistance of international powers or agencies in
facilitating the negotiation process<$&process> should not be imposed
but should be agreed to by the South African people .
= 11 . Any negotiations would havetobeaimedattotallydismantlii
apartheid and creating a unite , non-racial and democratic South Africa .
e ree om C ar er wou d prove e t e basis for the creation
of a new South Africa since it is accepted by the over-whelming majority
of South Africans, black and white . Apartheid itself is a non-negotiable
issue . Any attempts to further fragment the country, maintain bantustans,
entrench group areas or regional fiefdoms would be rejected .Any attempt
to entrench apartheid through racist provisions, such as 'minority
rights', 'minority vetoes' etc would be unacceptable .
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of a democratic constitution including a Bill of Rights to protect
all individuals . This would flow from and be consistent with the
democratic demands of the Freedom Charter .
However, any attempt to constitutionally entench the monopoly
of political and economic power by a minority would be totally unacceptably
is absolutely fundamental to the democratic movements position on
negotiation . A minority exercises power over the resources of the
country, the apparatuses of the state, the economy . Any attempt to
negotiate an arrangement which leaves this power basically intact,
would be a betrayal of what the masses have fought for . This is why
we say that negotiations must be about the transfer of power out of
the hands of that minority to the entire South African people .
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